Appendix 1

Grounds Meeting Report and Proposals

Monday 20th May 2019 – 9.30 am

Present: Cllr’s Sharp, M Ridley and D Cadwgan, M Glenwright – Cemetery, Susan Saunders – Clerk

1. Bin Issues – MG will inspect the bins as requested. He suggests that he may be able to repair the locks that are broken. Derek Martin has been emptying the street bins that are for NCC so when NCC empty them they are not registering the correct amount of rubbish. There is concern that the emptying will be pulled back if NCC don’t think there is enough for daily collection.
   Proposal: to speak to David Hunt and ask if the weight of the bins Derek fills can be included in the overall weight for Haltwhistle.

2. The signs for the two planters have been received and will get stuck on along with signs for the normal bins to say dog waste can be placed there.

3. There is still an amount of money left in the Highs Street Fund.
   Proposal: to purchase a 50 litre bin from Broxap and another dog bag dispenser from JRB.

4. The Bus shelter at the west end has some rotten wood. MG will repair that as part of ongoing maintenance.

5. Residents have requested that the bus stop opposite the cemetery is turned around as it does not protect from the weather. The clerk will ask Glen Harrison.

6. Feedback has been received from NCC:
   - The camera survey on the crossing is in the list to happen and will do so in due course.
   - Double yellow lines could be painted on the pavement where the planters are but not blips as they are for loading and unloading areas.
   - Moor View and South View have been measured up and Glen is awaiting the costs for any proposed work. The roads were included on the LTP plan so, he will see what funding is available.